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Unscrambling Socialism
student of human action knows
ship and control of the means and/or the ren that it isn't enough merely to "drop ansults of production. Give it entry into any area
chor" in today's sea of socialism, that is, to
and socialism insinuates itself into the warp
stop where we are. The U. S. A. is already
and woof of the activity; it becomes embedded
playing host to more parasitic socialism than
in the mores, the traditions, the way of life.
the economy can contain or sustain for an exImmediately there develops a stubborn vested
tended period of time. A sturdy tree comes to
interest to assure its continuance; it infects the
economic, social, and political bloodstream mind: It can give of its vitality to mistletoe
metastasis, one might say!
and still thrive, but there comes a point in
How to be rid of it? That's the question.
growth when any parasite will destroy its host;
How are we to break out of Federal aid to
if the tree is to survive, surgery is imperative.
That all of our ventures into socialism will
education, or quit paying farn1ers not to fa1m,
or liquidate TVA, or cut
or can be done away
off Federal programs
with is more of a pious
for urban renewal or
hope than a reasonable
THE MAKING OF AN EXTREMIST
abandon any of th e
expectation. The "mil1900
othe r many socializalennium" shows no signs
PAT: Government should be limited to keeping
tions? Individuals by
of being just around the
the peace.
the thousands are askcorner; the free market
MIKE: You are absolutely right, Pat.
economy can never
ing how to engineer the
dismantling of this labfunction perfectly
1925
yrinthine growth, but
among imperfect men.
PAT: Government should be limited to keeping
the peace.
not a one can blueprint
Nonetheless, if disaster
MIKE: You are right, Pat, butthe procedure; none
is to be averted, the free
ever will. Drafting a
market n eeds more
1950
plan
for riddance from
chance to function than
PAT: Government should be limited to keeping
the
peace.
socialism
is like try ing
it now has; which is to
MIKE: You are right, Pat, but, but-but, but, butto find a formula for unsay, a great deal of sobut, butcialism - billions of dolscrambling an egg.
1964
Are we then to infer
lars' worth of it - must
Government
should
be
limited
to
keeping
PAT:
from these observations
disappear. How is this
the peace.
that socialism is a oneto .be engineered?
MIKE (aside): Don' t pay any attention to Pat,
Consider socialism's
way street, that every
folks; he's becoming an extremist!
socialistic indulgence
double-barreled definicommits us to its error
tion: the state ownerA KY ADEPT

forever? That, like a harpoon, it can only go
deeper and deeper and deeper? If this be true,
then the total state - Russian variety- is inevitable; like a prisoner slated for execution,
we need only listen to the fateful ticktock of
destiny!
APPILY, this dismal outlook is not necessarily ordained for the U.S.A. But- and this is
a mighty big BUT- any escape is predicated
on two radical assumptions:
1. that we dismiss the thought of engineering or planning socialism's uprooting, and
2. that there be an expanding appreciation
of how a seeming chaos of initiatives and
skills will miraculously combine, when free to
do so, into ordered patterns of creative phenomena. In short, a growing comprehension of
the miracle of the free market - a comprehension all too rare today.
Let me illustrate these two assumptions.
Ask the average successful businessman,
"Should mail delivery be left to the free market?" Unable to think how he would deliver
mail to nearly 200 million people, unable to
design or engineer the project in his own mind
- that is, being unaware of how the market
really works-he will likely draw the socialistic
conclusion: "Of course not. Mail delivery is a
job for government." The businessman can no
more figure out how to deliver mail than you
or I can blueprint the dismantling of socialism
or the unscrambling of an egg. No one person
can or ever will attain to such comprehension.
The plain, demonstrable fact is that free market mail delivery would be accomplished, not
hy any master-minding but in precisely the
same manner as has voice delivery and all
other creative phenomena: millions of tiny
"think-of-thats," in a chaos which defies cataloguing, ending up in the fantastic order of an
automobile or a jet plane or whatever! The
configurating of varied, creative ideas, showing forth through millions of persons all over
this earth who rarely know of each other, to
form goods and services is just as mysterious
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and wonderful as the configurating of atoms
and molecules to show forth as a sturdy oak!
Natural and spontaneous configurations of creative ideas account for our economic and social blessings. 1
The point we must bear in mind is that
socialism itself is but the political outcropping
of a plurality of false ideas, notions, passions,
plausibilities, and emotions, exhibited more or
less by all of us. The motivations range all the
way from doing good to feathering one's own
nest- all at the expense of others! To conclude that anyone can engineer or blueprint
the eradication of these errors is no more valid
than to believe that someone knows how to
make a jet plane or to deliver mail. Plan an
erasure of these myriad misconceptions from
the minds of millions of unknown persons?
Why, no one can design such a scheme for apJSee Chapter XI, "Only God Can Make a Tree- Or a
Pencil" in my Anything That's Peaceful (Irvington-onHudson, N. Y.: Foundation for Economic Education, Inc.
250 pp. $2.50 paper; $3.50 cloth ).
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plication even to a close friend. Indeed, who
among us has the effrontery to claim he can
remove all the error from himself? To fasten
the eye on a design or an organized scheme or
a blueprint to bring about socialism's demise
is to fritter away one's time and energy; it is to
deplete one's potential usefulness.
A good society cannot emerge from the
drafting board. Rather, the good society is a
dividend which automatically flows from antecedent virtues and talents and understanding.
A telephone, for instance, is but the by-product of countless antecedent initiatives, skills,
inventions, insights, inspirations, discoveries,
energies, exchanges, capital. And the shrinking or the withering away of socialism will
come about, if at all, as a natural by-product
of numerous antecedent actions that are meritorious in and of themselves. These actions
must be of a higher order than most proposals
hopefully offered to chip away at socialism.
Unsound ideas lead to socialism, just as
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sound ideas make for the good society. And it
is ideas, whether sound or unsound, which
guide human action.
Ideas are indestructible; they are of the
eternal order.
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DEAS are controlling or noncontrolling according to individual value judgments. An
idea rides high if men accept it, or low when
they reject it. Unsound ideas will produce
their bad fruit until sound ideas prove acceptable. In short, it's largely a matter of displacement or replacement. Any idea, right or wrong,
will revert to an insignificant role if the value
judgments of men do not approve it.
Unsound ideas will lose authority whenever
their intellectual source peters out, that is,
whenever the intellectual source of sound
ideas attains a dominant position. This is to
say that socialism will shrink into historical
oblivion whenever little or nothing is done to
preserve it. This will happen without our being able to predict or afterward to review the
detail of its disintegration.
I repeat, no one can blueprint the unscrambling of an egg; but take no steps to freeze or
otherwise to preserve it and shortly there will
be a dispersal of its complex atomic composition to the four winds. Similarly with the unsound ideas which underlie socialism: take no
steps to preserve them but, instead, fasten attention on the sound ideas which give support
to the free market and the good society. When
we pursue high purposes, natural forces do
their clean-up work for us as a dividend for
having set our sights aright.
We do not need to know how to mastermind or blueprint the unscrambling of socialism; we need know little else than how to
win Nature as an ally. She has not yet revealed all of her miracle-working secrets to
man - but with men of good faith, she will
cooperate!
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FEE'S MISSION is to discover, gather, and fasten attention on the sound
ideas that underlie the free market economy, which , in turn, underlies
the good society.
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FEE's is a mutual assistance educational program: We offer our services
to you, and we welcome your assistance in whatever form you may
choose.
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